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Initial Entry: CNWRA Scientific Notebook 806 

Title: Southwest Research Institute (SWRI) Subcontract 499883N, Task 07 - 
Validation of the Finite Difference Code FLAC (Fast Lagrangian Analysis of 
Continua) Version 5.0 

Personnei Responsible: Numerical simulations performed by Dr. Rodney 
Stewart Read (R. S. Read), President and Principal Consultant, RSRead 
Consulting Inc., Okotoks, Alberta, Canada T1S 1 R3. SWRI staff oversight 
provided by Dr. Goodluck Ofoegbu, Principal Engineer, Geosciences and 
Engineering Division, Southwest Research Institute, 6220 Culebra Road, San 
Antonio, TX 78228-5166. Entries are signed by R.S. Read using the initials RR. 

Consultant Contact Information: 
RSRead Consulting Inc., 
117 Sheep River Bay, 
Okotoks, Alberta, Canada T1 S 1 R3 
Cell (403) 850-5754 
Residence: (403) 938-2579 
E-mail: m a d  @ rsrci.com 

Required Qualifications: The required expertise to conduct the numerical 
simulations include a sound working knowledge of FLAC and experience in its 
application ‘to thermal-mechanical stability issues associated with underground 
openings for a potential nuclear waste repository. A Ph.D. in rock mechanics 
and relevant experience in the area of geotechnical engineering are also 
considered necessary. 

Objectives and Approach: In conducting a regulatory review of a potential 
license application for geologic disposal of high-level waste, computer codes will 
be used to assess short-term stability and long-term performance of underground 
openings associated with a high-level waste repository. These excavations will 
be subjected to thermal-mechanical loading, including possible dynamic loading 
from earthquakes, over the service life of a repository. The stability of 
underground openings prior to permanent closure of the repository, and the 
potential for rockfall from long-term degradation of the rock mass and earthquake 
shaking after permanent closure are some of the key technical concerns for 
license application review. 

The program FLAC (Fast Lagrangian Analysis of Continua) Version 5.0 is one of 
the computer codes that is likely to be used for geomechanical analysis of 
underground structures in a rock mass. It is acquired software that is not to be 
modified and is under configuration control at the Center for Nuclear Waste 
Riegulatory Analyses. FLAC is a two-dimensional explicit finite difference 
program. It is capable of simulating the behavior of structures in rock or other 

http://rsrci.com
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materials that rriay undergo plastic flow when a yield limit is reached. Materials 
beha.vior is prescribed through linear or nonlinear stressktrain laws. Constitutive 
models can be ,selected to simulate highly nonlinear, irreversible responses 
representative of geologic materials. In addition, FLAC contains other features 
that are useful in the analysis of underground openings, including thermal and 
dynamic modelling capabilities, viscoelastic and viscoplastic (creep) models, 
interfaces to sinnulate distinct planes along which displacement may occur, and 
structural element models to simulate structural support (e.g., tunnel liners and 
rock bolts). 

Relevant aspects of the FLAC Version 5.0 computer code are to be validated so 
it can be used to assist with license application review. Validation tests on FLAC 
Version 5.0 will be limited to examining the capabilities of the code in analyzing 
the stability of Underground openings under heated and dynamic conditions. 

The objective of Task 07 is to validate the finite difference code FLAC Version 
5.0 against a suite of validation cases covering: 

(9 0 thermal response of the rock mass 
0 

0 

0 ground-support interaction 
0 

mechanical response of the rock mass 
thermal-mechanical response of the rock mass 

q/@? 0 mechanical response of supported tunnels 

dynamic: response of the rock mass 

The specific validation cases agreed to be conducted are summarized in a letter 
from RSRead Consulting Inc. to Dr. Goodluck Ofoegbu of CNWRA entitled 
“Scope of Task 07 under CNWRA Subcontract 499883N” dated March 20,2006. 
Tabl’e 1 lists these cases, which are a subset of those described in the document 
entitled ”Softwa.re Validation Plan for the Finite Difference Code FLAC (Fast 
Lagrangian Analysis of Continua) Version 5.0’ submitted to the Center for 
Nuclear Waste Regulatory Analyses by RSRead Consulting Inc. on October 19, 
2005. The Validation Plan provides details on each proposed case, including an 
overview, test input, test procedure, relevant parameters, and means of 
comlparing test results to other available data. 

In addition to those cases listed in Table 1, three additional cases to validate the 
dynamic analysis capabilities of FLAC were approved March 20, 2006. These 
additional easels are described as follows: 

1. Comparison of FLAC to SHAKE - The program SHAKE is widely used in 
earthqu,ake engineering for computing the seismic response of 
horizontally layered soil deposits. This example compares the output of 
FLAC to that of SHAKE for the case of a one-dimensional layered elastic 
soil deposit, driven at its base by a horizontal acceleration given by a 
closed-form equation. The version of SHAKE used for the comparison is 
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SHAKE91 (Idriss and Sun 1992), which computes the response of a 
semi-infinite horizontally layered soil deposit overlying a uniform half- 
space subjected to vertically propagating shear waves. Histories of 
horizontal acceleration at the top of the model, shear strain at depth, and 
shear stress at depth are compared for the two codes along with shear 
stress versus shear strain in the two materials used in the model. 

Vertical Vibration of a Machine Foundation - This case considers the 
vertical response of a machine foundation consisting of a rigid, massive, 
strip foundation resting on a soil excited by an oscillating machine force. 
FLAC is used to compute the response of the system, and results are 
compared to an analytical solution (Gazetas and Roesset 1979). 

Comparison of Hysteretic Damping with SHAKE91 - This case considers 
the response of a horizontally-layered soil system comprising ten different 
types of soil treated as nonlinear elastic materials. Non-linearity is 
modeled using two sets of modulus reduction factor and damping ratio 
ciirves. The base acceleration input is a set of seismic data recorded in 
the Loma Prieta Earthquake. The acceleration history, response spectra, 
and acceleration amplification at the top of the model are compared for 
FLAC and SHAKE91. 

Each of these three cases has associated input files that are documented in the 
FLAC user manual. 

Relevant information contained in the validation plan is included in the Scientific 
Notebook as appropriate for each validation case undertaken. Information for 
each case includes assumptions, initiaVboundary conditions, solution algorithm, 
references, and primary data sources to be used in the analysis. Aspects 
potentially affecting computational reliability are identified for each case and 
evaluated as appropriate. 

Software: FLAC Version 5.0 from ltasca Consulting Group, Inc. and available to 
the Center for Nuclear Waste Regulatory Analyses, is designed for a desktop 
personal computer environment. The FLAC executable file is flacv-dp.exe . The 
validatiori tests for FLAC Version 5.0 will be performed using the Microsoft 
Windows NT operating system Version 4.0 (Build 1381 : Service Pack 6) or 
Microsoft Windows XP Professional (Version 5.1.2600, Service Pack 2 Build 
2600). The data input files will be developed for each test case as appropriate. 

To validate FLAC Version 5.0, analytical solutions, field measurements, and 
published results from other numerical methods will be compared to the FLAC 
modeling1 results. Output from the model simulations will be stored as electronic 
text files and enhanced metafile (.emf) graphic files. Post-processing of output 
data from FLAC will be conducted using Microsoft Excel 2003 (Version 
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11.81 05.13107) SP2. In addition, Microsoft Word 2003 (Version 11.8106.8107) 
SP2 will used to create collections of graphic plots for the various simulation 
(cases. Reports will be written using Core1 Wordperfect (Version 11.0.0.233) or 
Microsoft Word as appropriate. 

IHardware: The hardware required to conduct this validation plan includes an 
IBM-compatible personal computer. A hardware identification key from ltasca 
Consulting Group, Inc. is needed to execute the program. The test results will be 
presented as text outputs or graphics. A QMS 3825 or equivalent printer (e.g., 
I-lewlett-F’ackard LaserJet 1200 series laser printer) will be used to process text 
outputs, and graphics will be printed using an HP Deskjet 9800 printer. No other 
hardware peripherals are needed for conducting the validation tests. 

Data Management: Input files and results for each validation case will be stored 
to CD or DVD under a subdirectory reflecting the case number in Table 1. The 
filenames will be ideintified in the Scientific Notebook under each validation case. 

Timeline: Following acceptance of the proposed validation cases outlined in the 
Letter frorri RSRead Consulting Inc. of March 20, 2006, the start date for Task 07 
was post-poned by SWRI until Q4 2006 at the earliest. The scope of the task 
was reviewed at a meeting at SWRI February 21, 2007, and the actual start date 
for the task was March 9, 2007. n 



Case 
1 
1.1 

1.2 

2 
2.1 

2.2 

2.3 

2.4 

2.5 

Verification of FLAC against closed-form solution 
for heat conduction through a composite wall [20 
hours] 

Verification of FLAC against closed-form solution 
for conductive heating of a spherical cavity with 
applied heat flux [20 hours] 

Table 1 : Summary of Validation Cases 

Validate 1 D thermal 
conduction response of the 
rock mass 

Validate the 3D thermal 
conduction response of the 
rock mass 

for a cylindrical hole in-an infinite elastic medium 
subjected to isotropic stresses [ZO hours] 

Verification of FLAC against closed-form solution 
for a cylindrical hole in an infinite, transversely 
isotropic, elastic medium subjected to an 
isotropic stress field [20 hours] 
Verification of FLAC against closed-form solution 
for a cylindrical hole in an infinite Mohr-Coulomb 
medium subjected to an isotropic stress field [20 
hours] 
Verification of FLAC against closed-form solution 
for a cylindrical hole in an infinite Hoek-Brown 
medium subjected to an isotropic stress field 
assuming non-associated plastic flow (zero 
dilation) [20 hours] 
Comparison of FLAC with analytical solution for 
a cylindrical hole in an infinite elasto-brittle- 
plastic Hoek-Brown medium subjected to an 
isotropic stress field [75 hours] 

I 

Mechanical Response of the Rock Mass 
Verification of FLAC against closed-form solution I Validate mechanical 

response of an isotropic 
elastic rock mass 

Validate mechanical 
response of a transversely 
isotropic elastic rock mass 

Validate mechanical 
response of an elasto-plastic 
Mohr-Coulomb rock mass 

Validate mechanical 
response of an elasto-plastic 
Hoek-Brown rock mass 

Validate mechanical 
response of an elasto-brittle- 
plastic (strain-softening) 
Hoek-Brown rock mass 

Reference 

ltasca Consulting Group, Inc. 2005. FLAC Fast Lagrangian 
Analysis of Continua Optional Features, Third Erfi?ior! (FLAC 
Version 5.0.. April 2005, Thermal Option, Section 1.7.1.1, pp 1-39 
- 1-45. [Analytical solution given in manual] 
ltasca Consulting Group, Inc. 2005. FLAC Fast Lagrangian 
Analysis of Continua Optional Features, Third Edition (FLAC 
Version 5.0) April 2005, Thermal Option, Section 1.7.1 -5, pp 1-66 
- 1-71. [Analytical solution based on Carslaw and Jaeger 1959, 
p. 2481 

ltasca Consulting Group, Inc. 2005. FLAC Fast Lagrangian 
Analysis of Continua Verification Problems, Third Edition (FLAC 
Version 5.0) April 2005, pp 1-1 - 1-20. [Analytical solution from 
Kirsch as published in Jaeger and Cook 19761. 
ltasca Consulting Group, Inc. 2005. FLAC Fast Lagrangian 
Analysis of Continua Verification Problems, Third Edition (FLAC 
Version 5.0) April 2005, pp 2-1 - 2-18. [Analytical solution based 
on Arnadei 1982; compare to Hefny and Lo 19991 
ltasca Consulting Group, Inc. 2005. FLAC Fast Lagrangian 
Analysis of Continua Verification Problems, Third Edition (FLAC 
Version 5.0) April 2005, pp 3-1 - 3-34. [Analytical solution based 
on Salencon 1969; compare to Carranza-Torres 20031 
ltasca Consulting Group, Inc. 2005. FLAC Fast Lagrangian 
Analysis of Continua Verification Problems, Third Edition (FLAC 
Version 5.0) April 2005, pp 4-1 - 4-14 . [Based on analytical 
solution by Carranza-Torres and Fairhurst 19991 

Analytical solution by Sharan (2003; 2005) 

I 

I 



Table 1 (cont.) 

% 

Case ( Description I Objective I Reference 
\ I n v i f i n = t i n n  nf CI A P  ~ n - i n c t  rlncnrl-fnrm collltinn ] \ia!idate mechanic-! I " c j  ,,,, u u r , v , ,  V ,  , L C \ "  UUUIII". "l"""" IVI I I I  " I".,",, , 'L.."".. V"'.""'." '3 -'"Up, 1 0 , " .  L""". I -r .- -r. --3.s. .3.-. . I I I L.V 

1 I tacra Pnnc~~ltinn Crnlnn Inr 9nnK FI A C  Fact I anrannian 

for a spherical cavity in an infinite elastic medium response of an elastic rock Analysis of continua verification Problems, Third Edition (FLAC 
subjected to isotropic stresses [20 hours] 1 mass Version 5.0) April 2005, pp 5-1 - 5-12. [Based on analytical 

snl~ rtinns hv Gnnriman 19Rn n 730. Timnshenko and Goodier 1 I --.-..-. .- -, -..---....-. . .--.-., r.---' .- - - - - - -  - 1 1970, p. 3951 
9 7 1 ?'eri!ica!i~n of FLAC aaains! c!oseci-ferm se!u!ion I \!a!ida!e mechanics! , & . a  I , Itscca ..-" .. roncul!in~ - Grcmp. !nc. 2005. FLAC Fast Lagrangiar! I " 

for a hollow sphere subjected to an internal blast response of an elastic rock Analysis of continua optional Features, Third ~d i con  (FLAC 
[20 hours] mass subjected to dynamic Version 5.0) April 2005, Section 3.6.3, pp 3-1 12 - 3-120. [Based 

loadina on analvtical solution bv Blake 19521. 
1 2.8 

u 

I Com~arison of FLAC with analvtical solution for I Validate mechanical I Analvtical solutions used by Critescu and Paraschiv (1995; 1996); 1 f 
I I stres'ses and displacements around non-circular response of an elastic rock (1 944); Exadaktylos and: 

tunnels excavated in an elastic rock mass [75 mass 
hours] 

2.9 Comparison of FLAC with analytical solution for Validate mechanical Analytical solutions by Kooi and Verruijt (2001) 
stresses and displacements around parallel response of an elastic rock 
circular tunnels excavated in an elastic rock mass 

I mass [75 hours] 
2.1 0 1 Comparison of FLAC with analytical solution for I Validate mechanical 1 Analytical solutions by Lion~o and Assis (2000) I 

stress and displacement around a circular response of a non-linear 
opening in an infinite non-linear elastic medium. elastic rock mass 
[Young's modulus a function of confining stress] 
[75 hours] 

3 Thermal-Mechanical Response of the Rock Mass 
3.1 Verification of FLAC aaainst closed-form solution I Validate thermal-mechanical I ltasca Consulting Group. Inc. 2005. FLAC Fast Lagrangian I 

for thermally-induced stress and temperature 
distribution in a semi-infinite elastic mass 
subiected to a sudden constant heat flux at 

response of an elastic rock Analysis of continua optional Features, Third ~ d i t b n  (FLAC 
mass Version 5.0) April 2005, Thermal Option, Section 1.7.2.1, pp 1-72 

- 1-79. [Analvtical solutions based on Carslaw and Jaeger 1959, 1 I 

. . 
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Verification of FLAC against closed-form solution 
for a lined circular tunnel in an elastic medium 
subjected to anisotropic stresses [20 hours] 

Comparison of FLAC with closed-form solution 
for shaft closure of an unsupported shaft in an 
isotropic stress field as a function of the distance 
to the shaft face. [20 hours] 

C a r  
3.2 

3.3 

3.4 

3.5 

4 
Validate mechanical 
response of a lined tunnel in 
an elastic rock mass 

Validate mechanical 
response of a lined tunnel in 
an elastic rock mass 

ltasca Consulting Group, Inc. 2005. FLAC Fast Lagrangian 
Analysis of Continua Verification Problems, Third Edition (FLAC 
Version 5.0) April 2005, pp 8-1 - 8-12. [Based on analytical 
solution by Einstein and Schwartz 19791 
ltasca Consulting Group, Inc. 2005. FLAC Fast Lagrangian 
Analysis of Continua Example Applications, Third Edition (FLAC 
Version 5.0) April 2005, pp 8-1 - 8-12. [Based on analytical 
solution by Panet 19791 

4.1 

4.2 

, 
l , , , . , ,  

~ _.__& - L  ____. . 
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Table 1 (cont.) 

Description 
Verification of FLAC against closed-form solution 
for thermally-induced stresses and radial 
displacement from an infinite line heat source 
with a constant heat-ger?m!ing r~!e ir? a:: infinite 
elastic medium with constant thermal properties. 
120 hours] 
Comparison of FLAC with approximate solutions 
describing the boundary stress and displacement 
around unlined and lined drifts subjected to 
thermal loading under conditions representative 
of Yucca Mountain [75 hours] 
Comparison of FLAC with closed form solution 
for thermoplastic response of a thick-walled tube 
governed by the Tresca failure criterion 
subjected to an internal pressure and an 
axisymmetric time-dependent temperature field. 
175 hours] 
Comparison of FLAC with closed form solution 
for thermoplastic response of a deep tunnel in a 
thermal-softening (temperature-dependent 
cohesion) material governed by the Tresca 
failure criterion subjected to an internal pressure 
and an axisymmetric time-dependent 

Objective 
Validate thermal-mechanical 
response of an elastic rock 
mass 

Validate thermal-mechanical 
response of an elastic rock 
mass containing parallel 
lined and unlined tunnels 

Validate thermal-mechanical 
response of an elasto-plastic 
rock mass 

Validate thermal-mechanical 
response of an elasto-plastic 
rock mass with temperature- 
dependent cohesion 

Reference 
ltasca Consulting Group, Inc. 2005. FLAC Fast Lagrangian 
Analysis of Continua Optional Features, Third Edition (FLAC 
Version 5.0) April 2005, Thermal Option, Sec!inn 7.7.2.2, pp 1-89 
- 1-91. [Analytical solution by Nowacki 19621. 

Analytical solutions by Elsworth (2001 ) 

Analytical solutions by Wong and Simionescu (1996). Results are 
compared to those from the GEOMEC numerical model using a 
Von Mises failure criterion. 

Analytical solutions by Wong and Simionescu (1 997). Results are 
compared to those from the finite element code THYME. 



Case 
4.3 

4.4 

5 
5.1 

5.2 

5.3 

~ ~~ 

Description 
Comparison of FLAC with closed form solutions- 
for maximum bending moment, maximum thrust, 
and maximum shear force in tunnel linings 
subjected to a maximum applied shear strain 
associated with dynamic loading. [75 hours1 
Comparison of FLAC with closed form solution 
for wall displacements and ground pressure 
acting on the lining of a circular tunnel driven in a 
homogeneous and isotropic medium with time- 
dependent behavior. [75 hours] 
Ground Support Interaction 
Comparison of FLAC with closed form solution 
for coupling-decoupling behavior of rock bolts 
under uniform deformation of the rock mass [75 
hours] 

Comparison of FLAC with closed form solution 
for coupling-decoupling behavior of a rock bolt in 
a pull-test [75 hours] 

Comparison of FLAC with closed form solution 
for coupling-decoupling behavior of a rock bolt 
intersecting a joint [75 hours] 

!-, Scientific Notebook 806 iVolume 1) 

Table 1 (concluded) 

Objective 
Validate mechanical 
response of a lined tunnel in 
an elastic rock mass 
subjected to dynamic 

~~ loadin 
Validaye mechanical 
response of an isotropic rock 
mass with time-dependent 
behavior 

Validate ground support 
interaction and performance 
of rockbolts 

Validate ground support 
interaction and performance 
of rockbolts 

Validate ground support 
interaction and performance 
of rockbolts 

Reference 
Analytical solutions given by 
Hashash et al. (2005) 
Pakbaz and Yareevand (2005) 

Analytical solutions by Sutem et al. (1 987) 

Analytical solution by Cai et al (2004a.b). Other relevant 
analytical solutions and examples by Brady and Lorig (1 988); 
lndraratna and Kaiser (1 990); Hyett et al. (1 992); Kaiser et al. 
(1 992); Hyett et al. (1 996); Li and Stillborg (1 999); Bobet (2005); 
Fahimifar and Soroush (2005); Grasselli (2005) 
Analytical solution by Cai et al (2004a,b). Example application 
given by ltasca Consulting Group, Inc. 2005. FLAC Fast 
Lagrangian Analysis of Continua Example Applications, Third 
Edition (FLAC Version 5.0) April 2005, pp 9-1 - 9-1 6 [based on 
analytical solutions by Hyett et al 1992; Kaiser et at. 19921 
Analytical solution by Cai et al (2004a,b). Other relevant 
analytical solutions and examples by Brady and Lorig (1 988); 
lndraratna and Kaiser (1 990); Hyett et al. (1 992); Kaiser et at. 
(1 992); Hyett et al. (1 996); Li and Stillborg (1 999); Bobet (2005); 
Fahimifar and Soroush (2005); Grasselli (2005) 
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